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Fragbite Group's subsidiary WAGMI 
announces Web3 game title “Solcadia”
Fragbite Group AB’s (publ) (“Fragbite”) wholly-owned subsidiary WAGMI Ltd (”WAGMI”) 
announces in collaboration with Lucky Kat BV (“Lucky Kat”), also a subsidiary of Fragbite 
Group, a new Web3 game title called “SOLCADIA”.

SOLCADIA is a play-and-earn community-based farming game, where players work together to turn 
the overgrown wilderness into an utopia. Blockchain technology enables SOLCADIA’s users to truly 
own and trade in-game items that have been obtained through farming, fishing or crafting, powered 
by their in-game NFT character.

WAGMI’s in-game token named, “$LUCKY”, renamed from the earlier communicated name $PANZR 
will be utilized for users to buy certain items or earn by selling items on the game’s marketplace. 
$LUCKY will also be used in another project called “Panzerdogs”, which is currently a top 10 Solana 
blockchain gaming project successfully launched by WAGMI and Lucky Kat.

SOLCADIA will be available next year free to play on both desktop and mobile.

“I’m very happy to see how fast we are currently moving in the Web3 space. Solcadia will be another great 
and fun game that will also offer us the opportunity to sell NFTs, just like we did with Panzerdogs in 
December 2021. Combining the two games with our $LUCKY in-game token is to me very exciting and I 
look forward to seeing the release of the game next year”, comments Marcus Teilman, President & CEO of 
Fragbite Group.

“We’re excited to collaborate with WAGMI and to work on these exciting projects and start building the 
metaverse”, comments Herdjie Zhou, CEO of Lucky Kat,
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For questions, please contact:

Marcus Teilman, President and CEO
mt@fragbitegroup.com
Phone: +46 8 520 277 82

Lars Johansson, CFO
lj@fragbitegroup.com
Telefon: +46 8 520 277 82

Certified Adviser:
Redeye AB
Phone: +46 8 121 576 90
E-mail: certifiedadviser@redeye.se

About us

Fragbite Group AB is a digital gaming entertainment group with subsidiaries active in the mobile 
gaming and e-sports industry listed on Nasdaq First North Growth Market in Stockholm. The Group 
consists of companies with in total about 80 employees who all share the same passion for gaming. 
The Group is headquartered in Stockholm, Sweden and has physical representation in Alexandria, 
Egypt, Montpellier, Nancy and Paris, France, Hague, the Netherlands as well as in Gibraltar. The 
Group has three internal game development studios; Lucky Kat, FunRock/Prey Studios and WAGMI 
that develop, publish, distribute, and market games for desktop, console and mobile devices for the 
global gaming market. The subsidiary Fragbite AB is one of the Nordic region's leading E-sports 
media companies that arranges, and broadcasts e-sports tournaments live. Playdigious SAS places 
and adapts games for mobile phones and develops indie games. For more information, see www.

.fragbitegroup.com
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